
LiveVox Unified Analytics
A user-friendly integrated solution to power faster, data-backed decisions and transform 
your collections management strategy.

AT A GLANCE:

Gain easy and instant access to insights across, customer outcomes, staffing, quality, and compliance. 
Get a visualization of your contact center data to easily zero-in on patterns, trends, and outliers.
Implement new strategies and make fast, data-driven decisions that will move your bottom line. 

YOUR BOTTOM LINE
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— Mike Brunken, 
    Vice President of Operations, NetTel USA

Full 360o 

Performance 
Analytics

Compliance

Agent Performance

Source: Speech Analytics

Mini-Miranda | Call Recording  
| Sentiment

Call Duration | Wait Times  
| Average Wait Times

CSAT | Payment and/vs. Promise to Pay  
| Agent Cost and Staffing | Multichannel

Source: Call Center Technology

Business Outcome
Source: CRM / Other

COMMON DATA AND REPORTING 
CHALLENGES IN TODAY’S CONTACT CENTER: THE LIVEVOX WAY:

Slow, manual, error-prone processes to create and 
distribute reports

Intraday access to compelling, visualized true data, 
on demand, within the platform

Multiple reporting tools and siloed data provide 
disjointed view of cross-channel customer experience

A single view of customer interactions and behavior 
across all channels

Limited access to customer insights beyond standard 
contact center KPIs

Integrated CSAT, QM, interaction analytics, and ticketing 
data provide 360° view of customer experience

Costly and time-consuming third-party integrations 
needed to gain business insights

Rapidly activated, highly configurable, easy-to-use in-
platform solution

User-friendly tool enables managers to filter, sort, 
and visualize customer data for informed decisions—
without requiring a BI analyst

Lack of budget for dedicated analytics staff

The LiveVox BI Tool is something I used to dream about. It provides me with 
a unique competitive advantage by enabling faster access to my data for 
intelligent business decisions.”
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Easily analyze all interactions along the 
customer journey from intent to outcome.
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LiveVox’s Unified Analytics in Action:
Leading BPO TSI improves client retention and agent experience.

CASE STUDY:

TSI (Transworld Systems Collection Agency) is a leading supplier 
of specialized business process outsourcing (BPO) with over 
14,000 agents that support multiple vertical markets.

Like many contact centers, TSI was dependent on manual 
spreadsheet reporting requiring analysts to collect data from 
disparate hardware applications, standardize large data sets, and  
compile the reports into the desired format. Once TSI implemented 
LiveVox Unified Analytics across all their sites, things changed.

“Time to access information went from days to minutes. We’re able 
to analyze our information much more quickly and accurately. We 
can now see the very next day how much money we made for our 
clients. It’s made a significant impact on our retention and growth.” 

— Kyle Edwards, Head of Business Transformation, TSI

One way TSI leverages performance analytics is agent performance 
improvement. Managers leverage an interactive 90-day trend report 
of individual agent performance. The culture and approach to agent 
training have changed significantly by enabling agents to easily 
leverage data to discover their own path to improvement.

TSI was able to leverage data like the above to empower agents to discover their own path to self-improvement. This is just one of over 150 
out-of-the-box reports available in LiveVox Unified Analytics before you configure your own.

UNIFIED
 ANALYTICS

Customer Experience Agent Experience

Get a 360° view of CX with integrated 
omnichannel, contact, CSAT, QM,  
ticketing, and interaction analytics.

Leverage intraday CSAT data to rapidly 
identify trends and address customer 
pain points.

Provide agents with detailed data-
driven feedback on their performance.

Optimize staffing based on demand 
and agent skill set.

Replicate high performers and identify 
outliers for improvement.

Risk Mitigation
Identify compliance risks in almost real-
time rather than waiting days for reports.

Understand quality and compliance 
adherence at every level, from individual 
agent to full contact center.

Identify trends that put you at risk and 
implement strategies to address them.

Avoid lengthy and expensive integration 
projects to access the vital data you 
need now.

Access comprehensive business 
insights within one simple contact 
center platform.

See the big picture then drill down into 
the important details at will via intuitive 
visual data.

Ease of Use


